
In-Wash® Inspira
Easy. Extraordinary.



Its soft curves, its simple geometry and its hidden 
fixations and connections make it a highly aesthetic 
solution, perfectly suiting the lifestyle of any user and 
fitting seamlessly into any interior design.

Easy design

Its surface without angles together with the Rimless* 
technology make it a very easy to clean toilet. 
The possibility to remove the nozzle tip as well as 
the Quick release* system of the seat and cover 
also help to improve the cleanliness and hygiene in 
its most sensitive components.

*Rimless and Quick release technologies are only available  
in the wall-hung version.

Easy to clean

The interface of the light and single-handed usage 
In-Wash® Inspira remote control is so intuitive that 
anyone will be able to handle it from the first use.

Easy to use

In-Wash® Inspira
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Configurable night light with 
long-life LEDs on both sides. 

Ergonomic wide seat.

Slim In-Wash® technology inte-
grated in the toilet: preassembled, 

easy to install, plug and play.

Self-cleaning nozzle. Nozzle with removable tip.

*Only available in single piece version.  **Only available in wall-hung version.  

Integrated control panel to 
enable the basic functionalities 

without remote control.

Single-handed use remote 
control with light feedback to 

user interaction and low battery 
warning.

Single water inlet.*

Hidden fixations and 
supplies connections.

Heated seat with adjustable 
temperature.*

User detection system to 
enable the functionalities.

Single* / Dual** flush  
4.5/3 litres system.

Quick release seat and cover 
for an easy cleaning.**

Soft-close seat and cover.

Adhesive wall mounting of 
remote control support.

Rimless flushing technology for 
better hygiene and cleanability.**

Features



Self-cleaning nozzle

Nozzle with removable tip

Quick release seat and cover**

HYGIENE

Slim technology

Rimless**

4.5/3L flush**

PERFORMANCE

Configurable night light

Heated seat*

Soft-close seat and cover

Ergonomic wide seat

User detection

COMFORT

*Single piece version features.  ** Wall-hung version features.

Nozzle position

Water temperature

Water pressure

Oscillating cleaning

Drying temperature

Seat temperature*

5 Levels

3 Levels

3 Levels

3 Levels

3 Levels

FUNCTIONS

Single handed use

Light feedback

Low battery warning

Adhesive wall mounting

FEATURES



Find all product images, 
videos, manuals, ideas & 
points of sale 
at www.roca.in
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